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We have investigated the use of Pb and Au as surfactants in an attempt to achieve smoother and
sharper interfaces in three types of giant magnetoresistance~GMR! spin valve multilayers:
symmetric spin valves, bottom spin valves, and top spin valves. The coupling fields are reduced by
a factor of 10 for symmetric and bottom spin valves and by a factor of 3 for top spin valves,
presumably by suppressing roughness and interdiffusion at the Co/Cu/Co interfaces, when;1
monolayer of Pb is deposited in the early stages of spin valve growth. The Pb has a strong tendency
to float out or segregate to the surface during deposition of the spin valve leaving the GMR largely
unaltered. Au is almost as effective as Pb, however the Au tends to be left behind in the spin valve,
and the GMR is reduced slightly. Attempts to use Hg as a surfactant were unsuccessful. The
coupling field increased, and the GMR decreased sharply. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A key goal of research in the field of giant magnetore
sistance~GMR! is to retain large GMR values while decreas
ing the size of the magnetic switching or saturation fie
required to produce the effect.1 Technological applications of
great economic importance are likely to result if such effor
are successful.

There does not appear to be any fundamental impe
ment to achieving large GMR at low switching field. I
samples could be synthesized at the atomic level with co
plete control, it should be possible to reduce the contrib
tions to the switching fields considerably. Control of th
atomic microstructure should make it possible to reduce co
tributions to the switching field such as the coercivity, th
anisotropy, and the magnetostatic coupling to almost ar
trarily low levels.

The present state of the art is far removed from that go
Both the largest GMR values ever reported2 and the lowest
switching fields ever reported3 were for samples fabricated
by magnetron sputter deposition, which is a relatively mes
technique. The base pressure of the deposition chambe
not in the ultrahigh vacuum range, the energetic electro
atoms, and ions generated by the plasma introduce conta
nants into the chamber by desorbing them from the cham
walls, and samples are polycrystalline.2–4

It is ironic that samples prepared by molecular bea
epitaxy, a seemingly more ideal technique, has never be
shown to approach either the largest GMR values~80% at
room temperature has been reported2! or the smallest switch-
ing field values~0.2 mT, or 2 Oe, has been reported3!. Per-
J. Appl. Phys. 80 (9), 1 November 1996 0021-8979/96/80(9)/5
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haps the ideal atomic microstructure is not one of crystalli
perfection.

It seems more likely, therefore, that the goal of achie
ing a large GMR at a low field will be reached through th
development of improved techniques for the control o
atomic structure during thin-film deposition. One promisin
avenue for such improvement is the use of surfactant lay
to modify film growth.

In the years since it was first suggested and successfu
demonstrated5 that adsorbate layers that float out or segr
gate to the surface during growth might be used to modify
control epitaxy in a favorable manner, there has been
extraordinarily rapid development of this concept. This d
velopment has occurred primarily in the field o
semiconductors,6 but also in metal-on-metal systems.5,7,8

Among the adsorbed species that have been investigated
surfactants are H, C, N, O, CO, and S,5 and As, Ag, In, Sn,
Sb, Te, Pb, and Bi.6–8A variety of favorable effects has been
reported for surfactant-assisted growth, but the most co
mon are improvements in the quality of interfaces by makin
them smoother, more coherent, less prone to interdiffusio
etc. However, so far, only Ref. 1 has considered surfacta
assisted GMR spin-valve growth.

In that earlier paper we reported the results of the use
indium as a surfactant to reduce the coupling field in top sp
valves.1 The work was only a partial success. The couplin
field was reduced significantly, but the GMR effect was als
reduced significantly. In the present work we report the r
sults of two new surfactants for spin valve systems, lead a
gold. An important difference between the earlier work an
5183183/9/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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fer to the
FIG. 1. An illustration of the standard spin-valve structures that are the basis for the present investigations. The terms symmetric, bottom, and top re
location of the pinning layers, NiO or FeMn.
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the present work is the magnitude of the coupling that t
surfactant is intended to reduce. In the earlier work, sp
valves that exhibited a small coupling~,1 mT, i.e.,,10 Oe!
and a small GMR~,8%! were investigated. The presen
work considers spin valves with larger coupling~.4 mT,
i.e., .40 Oe! and larger GMR ~.15%!, and for these
samples much better results have been obtained. Figur
illustrates the three basic types of spin valve structures
vestigated in this work.

Interfaces are thought to play a key role in properties
GMR spin valves. Therefore, it seems very appropriate
investigate whether surfactants used during deposition c
improve any of these properties. Some degree of succ
seems quite likely since there are so many possibilities
the use of surfactants. There are quite a number of eleme
that could potentially act as surfactants in spin-valve sy
tems. Moreover, the optimum conditions for surfactan
assisted spin-valve growth might well involve deposition o
some layers of the spin valve at temperatures other th
room temperature, and different surfactants might be app
priate for different layers. A simple estimate of the possib
permutations of these parameters indicates that a vast
panse of parameter space awaits exploration.

In general, soft, relatively unreactive metals with a larg
atomic volume should be the best surfactants. Such me
tend to exhibit rapid surface diffusion and low surface fre
energies, properties that should favor their smoothing an o
erwise rough surface and also favor their floating out to t
surface during overlayer deposition. The large atomic vo
ume favors the floating-out process since the incorporat
of a large atom in a small lattice costs a great deal of ene
in the form of lattice strain.

II. EXPERIMENT

The NiO substrates used in this work were polycrysta
line films ;50 nm thick, deposited on 3 in. Si wafers b
reactive magnetron sputtering at the University of Californ
at San Diego and at University of Minnesota.9 At the Na-
tional Institute of Standards and Technology~NIST!, the wa-
fers were cleaved into;1 cm2 squares, cleaned ultrasoni
cally in a detergent solution, rinsed in distilled water, blow
dry, and installed in the deposition chamber.
5184 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996
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It is very important to remove the hydrocarbon contam
nation ~several tenths of a nanometer, that accumulates
the NiO from exposure to the laboratory air! prior to the
deposition of each spin valve in order to achieve strong p
ning and the largest GMR values. Samples were sputte
with a neutralized-beam Ar-ion gun at a beam energy of on
100 eV until the carbon was removed, as judged byin situ
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy~XPS!. ~Ion beam energies
of several hundred eV gave reduced pinning and GMR v
ues, probably due to damage of the NiO surface.! The metal
films were deposited at room temperature~RT! by dc-
magnetron sputtering in 2 mTorr Ar at a rate of;0.1 nm/s.
For symmetric spin valves, the top NiO layer was deposit
by sputtering a Ni target with an 85/15 mixture of Ar/O2.

The base pressure before depositing a spin valve w
typically 231028 Torr ~;231026 Pa! of which ;95% was
H2 and the remainder primarily H2O ~as indicated by a mass
spectrometer!. The presence of H2 during deposition has no
apparent effect on spin-valve properties unless the par
pressure approaches;1026 Torr. The base pressure is
achieved partly by depositing a;1.5 nm Ti film on the in-
side of the deposition chamber from a centrally mounted
filament just prior to deposition of each spin valve.

The magnetoresistance~MR! measurements were made
in situ at RT using the four-point probe dc mode. Sever
symmetric spin valves were checkedex situin two separate
facilities and were found to have the same MR values. T
bottom spin valves did not appear to be affected by expos
to background gases during the MR measurements.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Pb as a surfactant

Pb was shown recently to have surfactant properties
the epitaxial growth of Co on Cu~111! in the work of
Camareroet al.8 They found that the presence of a mono
layer of Pb preserved theabcabc stacking of the face-
centered cubic~fcc! lattice as Co was deposited on Cu~111!.
Without the Pb, numerous stacking faults occurred~e.g.,
abab stacking!. This effect is expected to be especiall
strong on large perfect~111! terraces on which most Co at-
oms cannot diffuse to a step site and bond there~an effect
that also preserves the correct stacking!. Nevertheless, the
Egelhoff et al.
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FIG. 2. Magnetoresistance loops for a symmetric spin valve with 0.17 nm
Pb deposited on each Cu layer for~a! high fields and~b! low fields, recorded
after saturation in a negative field~see the arrows!. A vertical line in ~b!
marks the center of the loop, which is shifted from zero field due to t
coupling between the center Co film and the top and bottom Co films.~Note:
0.01 T5100 Oe.!
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effect may not be particularly important in our fine-graine
polycrystalline films, which probably contain relative few
~111!-oriented grains and small ones at that. However, t
occurrence of surfactant properties for Pb in the Co/Cu~111!
system suggests that favorable effects, even if different
detail, might still occur in polycrystalline Co/Cu systems.

In a series of preliminary experiments, we investigate
the deposition of Pb at different stages of spin-valve grow
We found that, to have any positive effect, the Pb must
deposited before the deposition of a Co layer on a Cu lay
The most effective treatment was found to be the deposit
of Pb on the Cu just prior to deposition of Co. For symmetr
spin valves, a Pb film was deposited on each Cu layer.~This
procedure gives slightly better results than using a Pb fi
only on the first Cu layer.!

The basic effect of Pb as a surfactant in spin valves
illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. They present the magnetores
tance loops for symmetric spin valves, of the type illustrate
in Fig. 1, with ~Fig. 2! and without~Fig. 3! the use of Pb as
a surfactant. For the data of Fig. 3, a 0.15-nm-thick Pb fil
was deposited on top of each Cu layer.

In each case, both the high-field@Figs. 2~a! and 3~a!# and
low-field @Figs. 2~b! and 3~b!# loops are presented. The shap
of the high-field loops is easily explained. The top and bo
tom Co layers are pinned by the adjacent NiO so that th
exhibit large coercivities~;0.05 T or 500 Oe!, and the cen-
ter Co layer has a small coercivity~;0.005 T or 50 Oe!. The
magnetization is parallel for all three Co layers at high fiel
As the field is reduced and crosses zero, the center Co la
switches from parallel to antiparallel. This switching pro
duces a sudden increase in resistance near the center o
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996
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FIG. 3. Magnetoresistance loops for a symmetric spin valve without any
for ~a! high fields and~b! low fields, recorded after saturation in a negativ
field ~see the arrows!. A vertical line in ~b! marks the center of the loop,
which is shifted from zero field due to the coupling between the center C
film and the top and bottom Co films.~Note: 0.01 T5100 Oe.!
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high-field loop ~see the arrows!. As the field continues to
increase, the pinned layers switch parallel to the center la
around 0.05 T, and the resistance drops. This general sh
of GMR loop is common in simple spin valves that emplo
magnetic layers of differing coercivity.10 In the low-field
loop, the top and bottom Co layers remain pinned, and on
the center~or valve! Co layer is switched.

The most striking difference between the two cases
that the coupling is about a factor of 3 smaller when Pb
used. The coupling is defined as the shift from zero fie
observed for the center of the low-field loop. For both case
the shift is to positive field, which means that there is,
effect, a ferromagnetic coupling between the center Co lay
and the other two Co layers.

The dependence of the coupling strength on Pb thickne
is illustrated in Fig. 4. The coupling can be reduced almost
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FIG. 4. A plot of the coupling strength in mT~1 mT510 Oe! as a function
of the thickness of Pb deposited on each Cu layer for symmetric spin valv
The solid line is a polynomial fit to the data.~Note that 1 ML Pb'0.28 nm.!
5185Egelhoff et al.
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FIG. 5. A plot of the GMR as a function of Pb thickness for symmetric sp
valves. The solid line is a polynomial fit to the data.
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zero by the deposition of enough Pb. However, there is
trade off. Too much Pb reduces the GMR of the samp
Figure 5 illustrates this effect. There is a significant loss
GMR when enough Pb is used to reduce the coupling to n
zero. Nevertheless, for 0.2 nm Pb, there is no apparent l
of GMR but there is a substantial reduction in the couplin
Such an effect should be very useful in producing sp
valves with improved performance.

The coupling has two likely sources, orange-peel co
pling and oscillatory exchange coupling. The former is
topological magnetostatic effect that results from roughne
in the Co and Cu layers.11 This coupling is ferromagnetic if
the roughness is conformal, as is generally expected in m
tilayers such as these.11 The latter possible source is an effec
that oscillates as a function of Cu thickness between fer
magnetic and antiferromagnetic.12 A Cu thickness of 1.9 nm
is near a crossover but slightly on the ferromagnetic sid
Note here that the cross-over thicknesses in the Co/Cu s
tem are often slightly different for spin valves and superla
tices ~cf. Refs. 12 and 13!.

Both types of coupling appear to be present in symm
ric spin valves and bottom spin valves of the type illustrate
in Fig. 1. If the Cu thickness is less than 1.9 nm, the streng
of the ferromagnetic coupling increases sharply~;0.005 T
per 0.1 nm!. This slope is much too steep to be due t
orange-peel coupling but is consistent with the oscillato
effect.14 When the Cu thickness is slightly larger than 1.
nm, antiferromagnetic coupling would be expected if the o
cillatory effect dominates. In fact, the expected antiferroma
netic coupling is difficult to obtain unless special measure
such as deposition at cryogenic temperatures, a
employed.15 This result suggests that orange-peel coupling
present and is usually large enough to overcome any osci
tory antiferromagnetic coupling that may occur. Therefore,
seems clear that both types of coupling are present in
symmetric and bottom spin-valve samples~but only orange-
peel coupling is apparent in the top spin valves; see belo!.

In principle, the question of which type of coupling is
being influenced by Pb could be addressed by investigat
the effect of Pb on the antiferromagnetic coupling at C
thicknesses slightly larger than 1.9 nm. However, since w
find that the antiferromagnetic state is difficult to achiev
reproducibly, such studies must be postponed.
5186 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996
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It is easy to suggest models to explain how the two typ
of coupling would be reduced by a surfactant. In the case
orange-peel coupling, the reduction would most plausibly
produced by smoother surfaces during film growth. In o
scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! studies of spin valves,
we have found that the dominant type of roughness is gra
boundary valleys.16 A lessening of the depth of grain bound
ary valleys would produce smaller orange-peel couplin
Such an effect would be quite plausible since a comm
characteristic of a surfactant is the reduction in interfaci
tension.

Another possible mechanism for the suppression
orange-peel coupling would be a reduction in the extent
conformal roughness. The surfactant might produce such
effect if it interrupted the pseudomorphic growth that tend
to occur within columnar grains in the Co/Cu/Co system. W
presently have studies underway using transmission elect
microscopy that should resolve the issue of which mech
nisms are at work.

In the case of oscillatory exchange coupling, the redu
tion would most plausibly be attributed to a suppression
interdiffusion when Co is deposited on Cu. Such interdiffu
sion is well known in single-crystal Co/Cu systems.17 The
driving force is the lower surface free energy of Cu, whic
tends to promote surface segregation of Cu during the de
sition of Co. The Cu gradually gets left behind in the firs
few atomic layers of Co so that an alloy is left at the Co/C
interface. Such Cu segregation may be expected to red
the effective thickness of the Cu. In our case, this thinning
the Cu would mean that the samples are moving up the st
slope, mentioned earlier, of the oscillatory coupling vers
Cu thickness. Since this slope is;0.005 T ~50 Oe! per 0.1
nm Cu, a small amount of Cu segregation can produce
large coupling. However, if Pb acts as a surfactant to su
press this Cu segregation, the effective Cu thickness wo
be greater and the coupling substantially reduced. A suppr
sion of the Cu segregation would be expected for a surfact
such as Pb since Pb would lower the surface free energy
eliminate the driving force for Cu segregation.

At present, we cannot prove that either of these tw
surfactant mechanisms is responsible for the dramatic red
tion in the coupling due to Pb. However, it would seem
likely that at least one of them is operative, and it may b
that both are. We have STM and transmission electron m
croscopy~TEM! investigations underway at present that ma
clarify the situation.

A common characteristic of a surfactant is that it is mo
bile. In the case of thin film growth, it is of particular interes
to determine whether the surfactant is sufficiently mobile
float out or segregate to the growing surface. It would b
easy to imagine the disruptive effects of Pb if large amoun
of it were incorporated in the spin valve. We have used XP
to investigate the tendency of Pb to float out or segregate
the surface during deposition.

Figure 6 illustrates a typical set of XPS data. In this cas
a Pb film 0.28 nm thick~on average! was deposited on the
first Cu layer, and the decline in the intensity of the Pb 4f
peaks was monitored during deposition of the Co, Cu, C
NiO overlayers. This decline with increasing overlayer thick

in
Egelhoff et al.
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FIG. 6. A plot of the Pb 4f x-ray photoelectron intensity for 0.28 nm Pb
deposited on the first Cu layer of a symmetric spin valve as a function of
thickness of subsequently deposited layers of Co, Cu, Co, Ni, and NiO. T
solid line is a polynomial fit to the data. The dotted line is the decrease
intensity predicted on the basis of photoelectron escape depths if there w
no surface segregation of Pb.
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ness is due to the incomplete segregation of Pb, i.e., it gra
ally gets left behind, with most of it trapped in the NiO
Normally, a second Pb film would be deposited on the se
ond Cu layer of a symmetric spin valve, but in the prese
example only one Pb film was used~for simplicity!. For Pb,
a thickness of 0.286 nm corresponds to a close-packed~111!
monolayer.

The dotted curve in Fig. 6 indicates a decline in the P
4 f intensity that would be expected on the basis of phot
electron inelastic mean free paths if no Pb surface segre
tion occurred.18 A comparison of the dotted curve with the
data suggests that roughly 0.75 monolayer~ML ! of the Pb
remains at the surface after the last Co layer is deposit
The thermodynamic driving forces for this segregation a
the larger atomic volume of Pb which strains the Cu lattic
upon incorporation and the lower surface free energy of P
The mechanism of surface segregation is likely to involv
surface diffusion of Pb atoms. The rate of diffusion of C
adatoms at room temperature on Cu surfaces is very high19

Since Pb is a softer metal than Cu, it should experience
even higher rate of diffusion. In this active environmen
deposited Co atoms will make their way through the~Pb! to
the Cu, with which they are well lattice matched, and wi
bond there. The Pb film, which is very poorly lattice matche
to the substrate, must be very disordered and may even b
near-liquidlike overlayer.

It should be noted that, while 4–5 mT~40–50 Oe! is the
normal value we obtain for the coupling, there have be
occasional periods when we obtained larger values, such
8–9 mT ~80–90 Oe!. The reason for this increase is no
clear, however these increases do come in groups, with c
sistently large coupling values for perhaps 10–20 samp
before the coupling returns to normal. One possible explan
tion would be that a layer of trace impurities sometimes o
curs in a Co magnetron source, and the impurity advers
affects film growth until continued use of the source sputte
through the impurity layer. We use the term ‘‘trace impur
ties’’ here because we have been unable to detect any s
impurities with XPS, which is sensitive to many~though not
all! elements at the;1% level. The only exception to this is
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996
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FIG. 7. A plot of the coupling strength in mT~1 mT510 Oe! as a function
of the thickness of Pb deposited on the Cu layer for bottom spin valves. T
solid line is a polynomial fit to the data.~Note that 1 ML Pb'0.28 nm.!
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that XPS always shows that there is some adsorbed car
and oxygen on our spin valves at each stage of growth. T
oxygen coverage is typically a few tenths of a monolayer a
the carbon one-tenth. These species seem to come from
background gases that are present during magnetron spu
ing. In the near future, we plan to investigate possible inte
ference between these adsorbed species and the metallic
factant layers.

While we cannot be sure of the cause of the anomalou
large coupling, we have had an opportunity to test the effe
tiveness of Pb in reducing it. Although the large values d
not persist long enough for an extensive study, we did esta
lish that 0.25 nm of Pb deposited on the first Cu film i
symmetric spin valves lowered the coupling from 8–9 m
~80–90 Oe! to 0.7 mT~7 Oe!, and the result was reproduc-
ible.

This set of data was the most dramatic example of t
successful use of a surfactant that we have found. Equa
remarkable is that during this episode we found that the u
of 0.5 nm of In as a surfactant produced an almost identic
result. This reduction in the coupling by more than a fact
of 10 for In stands in contrast to the factor of 2 reduction
the coupling reported for 0.5 nm In in top spin valves in Re
1. While we have a limited set of data for comparison, it
worth noting that the larger the coupling the greater the e
fectiveness of a surfactant.

A further lesson from this episode came from XPS da
on the incorporation of Pb in the spin valve. The drop in P
4 f intensity with overlayer thickness was approximate
twice as fast as the data presented in Fig. 4. This result m
be important because the initial coupling of 8–9 mT~80–90
Oe! was approximately twice as large as that in Fig. 2.
would seem that a larger quantity of Pb is consumed in t
act of suppressing the larger coupling. Perhaps the Pb
being incorporated in the grain boundaries to reduce the
terfacial tension acting on the grain boundary valleys. If so
smoother surface~shallower grain boundary valleys! would
be expected,20 and this effect would reduce orange-peel cou
pling. The most plausible interpretation of the larger con
sumption of Pb would be that the grain size is smaller.
smaller grain size would mean larger grain boundary ar
~hence greater Pb consumption! and a greater density of
5187Egelhoff et al.
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FIG. 8. A plot of the GMR as a function of Pb thickness for bottom sp
valves. The solid line is a polynomial fit to the data.
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grain boundary valleys~hence larger coupling!. In situ STM
studies presently underway may provide some insight in
these issues in our future publications.

In bottom spin valves of the type illustrated in Fig. 1, th
surfactant effect of Pb is very similar to that in symmetri
spin valves. Figures 7 and 8 present the data. The couplin
very effectively suppressed by the deposition of;1 ML Pb
on the Cu layer. The decrease in GMR with Pb thickness
somewhat less than for symmetric spin valves. The decre
in GMR is barely noticeable for;1 ML Pb.

In top spin valves of the type illustrated in Fig. 1 th
surfactant effect of Pb is much less pronounced than in
cases discussed above. In this respect, the results are r
niscent of the results we obtained earlier using In as a s
factant in top spin valves.1 The coupling is not large to begin
with, and the surfactant reduces it by only a factor of 3 rath
than a factor of 10. Figures 9 and 10 present the data.

It is not clear why the results for top spin valves are s
different from those for the two previous types of spi
valves. However, there are some clues. For top spin valv
slightly thicker Cu layers must be used to observe a GM
effect than in the two previous cases. Top spin valves are l
tolerant of large coupling because FeMn provides weak
pinning than NiO. The thinnest practical Cu layer for a to
spin valve of this type is;2.2 nm.15One result of the thicker
Cu is that the samples are well removed from the steep slo
s.

FIG. 9. A plot of the coupling strength in mT~1 mT510 Oe! as a function
of the thickness of Pb deposited on the Cu layer for top spin valves. T
solid line is a polynomial fit to the data.
5188 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996
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valves. The solid line is a polynomial fit to the data.
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as mentioned earlier, in the coupling versus Cu thickne
relationship. Therefore, the smaller surfactant effect could
attributed to a less steep slope~if the surfactant operates by
suppressing Co/Cu interdiffusion and its consequent thinni
of the Cu layer!. However, it could also be true that there i
no oscillatory coupling present in this case, and the surfa
tant operates by smoothing the surfaces to reduce the oran
peel coupling. Perhaps our STM studies will clarify thi
point in the future.

It is somewhat disappointing that, while Pb can reduc
the coupling, apparently by improving the quality of th
Co/Cu/Co interfaces, it does not increase the GMR conc
rently. It could easily be expected that this might occur b
cause the interfaces are generally thought to play a key r
in producing the GMR effect. Perhaps the coupling is muc
more sensitive to the quality of the interfaces than is th
GMR, and the improvement in the quality of the interface
by Pb is evident in the coupling but not in the GMR.

B. Au as a surfactant

Gold provides an interesting contrast to Pb as a surfa
tant. Figures 11–13 present the data on Au as a surfactan
symmetric spin valves of the type illustrated in Fig. 1. A
was the case with Pb, the indicated thicknesses of Au we
deposited on each Cu layer in the symmetric spin valves~for
Figs. 11 and 12!.
he
FIG. 11. A plot of the coupling strength in mT~1 mT510 Oe! as a function
of thickness of Au deposited on each Cu layer for symmetric spin valve
The solid line is a polynomial fit to the data.
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FIG. 12. A plot of the GMR as a function of Au thickness for symmetri
spin valves. The solid line is a polynomial fit to the data.
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Figure 11 demonstrates that the coupling is indeed su
pressed by Au deposition on the Cu layer, although not qu
as well as by Pb~cf. Fig. 4!. Figure 12 demonstrates that th
reduction in GMR due to Au is rather small, as was the ca
with Pb ~cf. Fig. 5!. However, the XPS results of Fig. 13
reveal a major difference for Au. It has very little tendency t
float out or segregate to the surface when subsequent m
layers are deposited. Note that in Fig. 13 the Au was dep
ited only on the first Cu layer so that the results are direc
comparable to the Pb results~cf. Fig. 6!. As in Fig. 6, the
dotted line is the attenuation expected if no segregation
curs. Given the uncertainty of inelastic mean free paths a
their relation to attenuation lengths, the difference betwe
the dotted line and the data in Fig. 13 is so small that it m
be that almost no segregation of Au is occurring.

Figures 14–16 present the data for Au as a surfactan
bottom spin valves. Figure 14 demonstrates that the Au
very effective in suppressing the coupling. It is interestin
that this suppression is much more effective than it was
symmetric spin valves~cf. Fig. 11!. It is not clear why Au
behaves so differently in the two types of spin valves. Th
behavior of Au seems more complicated than that of P
perhaps because of the lack of segregation. Figure 15 de
-

n

FIG. 13. A plot of the Au 4f x-ray photoelectron intensity for 0.17 nm Pb
deposited on the first Cu layer of a symmetric spin valve as a function of
thickness of subsequently deposited layers of Co, Cu, and Co. The solid
is a polynomial fit to the data. The dotted line is the decrease in intensity
the basis of photoelectron inelastic mean free paths predicted if there w
no surface segregation of Au.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996
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c FIG. 14. A plot of the coupling strength in mT~1 mT510 Oe! as a function
of the thickness of Au deposited on the Cu layer for bottom spin valves. T
solid line is a polynomial fit to the data.
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onstrates that the reduction in GMR due to Au is rath
small, as was also the case with symmetric spin valves~cf.
Fig. 12!.

Even without segregation Au could still suppress eith
of the effects discussed above as possible causes of the
pling. The orange-peel coupling could be suppressed if t
Au tends to diffuse to the grain boundary valleys and fi
them. The Au could also reduce the oscillatory coupling i
as discussed above, the interdiffusion at the Co/Cu interfa
is suppressed.

These results seem entirely plausible in terms of the d
ferences between Pb and Au. Gold is not quite as large
atom as Pb, so the lattice strain upon incorporation shou
provide a smaller driving force for floating out or segrega
tion. Gold has a surface free energy slightly less than that
Cu, so it might be expected to suppress the segregation of
when Co is deposited. However, it might not do so as effe
tively as Pb, which has a much lower surface free ener
than Cu.21 As far as smoothing the surfaces to reduce th
orange-peel coupling, Au should be quite mobile on Cu
room temperature, and it should thus be able to diffuse to t
grain boundary valleys and fill them if such an effect is the
modynamically favored. We hope to clarify this matter wit
STM in the future.

A final point of interesting concerning Au is shown in
Fig. 16. The coercivity of the unpinned or top Co layer in
the
line
on
ereFIG. 15. A plot of the GMR as a function of Au thickness for bottom spi
valves. The solid line is a polynomial fit to the data.
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FIG. 16. A plot of the coercivity of the top Co layer as a function of Au
thickness for bottom spin valves. The solid line is a polynomial fit to th
data.
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creases with the thickness of Au deposited on the Cu lay
This effect was not seen for Pb and may be a result of t
lack of segregation by the Au. The lattice match between A
and Co is a poor one, and if patches of Au occur after dep
sition ~such as at grain boundary valleys!, the Co may be
expected to experience locally high strains. Since Co is qu
magnetostrictive, a spatially varying anisotropy should r
sult, and this would be expected to cause an increase in
coercivity, as observed.

C. Hg as a surfactant

During the course of this work we made a brief invest
gation of the use of Hg as a surfactant. The results were
encouraging. The spin-valve properties deteriorate from t
outset as the exposure to Hg is increased. Even for covera
of Hg that are just detectable by XPS the coupling begins
increase and the GMR begins to decrease. For Hg covera
estimated~using XPS! to be on the order of a monolayer the
coupling exceeds 10 mT~100 Oe! and the GMR is below 5%
for bottom spin valves. The reasons behind the failure of H
are not apparent.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The major conclusions of this work are the following:
~1! Lead is very effective as a surfactant in GMR spin

valve systems to reduce the ferromagnetic coupling~by as
much as a factor of 10! between magnetic layers with very
little loss of GMR.

~2! Lead is most effective when deposited on a Cu lay
before the deposition of a Co layer.

~3! A Pb thickness of;1 ML is sufficient to approach
maximum effectiveness. Larger thicknesses produce little a
ditional reduction in coupling and lead to a decrease
GMR.

~4! The Pb has a strong tendency to float out or segreg
to the surface as subsequent layers are deposited.

~5! It appears likely that Pb has two effects, suppressi
of the interdiffusion at the Co/Cu interfaces and a smoothi
of the interfacial roughness.
5190 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996
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~6! Gold also tends to suppress the coupling with littl
reduction in GMR, but it appears to act in a different mann
than Pb, since it does not float out or segregate to the surf
of subsequently deposited layers.

~7! Gold requires slightly thicker films than Pb for the
same effectiveness and leads to an undesirable increas
coercivity.

~8! Mercury does not appear to be useful as a surfacta
in spin valves.
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